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Film Distribution Channels

1PM Channel
1PM is the go-to FAST channel focused on amplifying the global sustainability 
movement. Their fast-growing base is driving change through amplifying stories 
and messages of a greener planet.

DOCUMENTARY

A+
A by Avenida is an English-language streaming platform that caters to US 
Latinos. Backed by Latino Stars, A seeks to take hold and be a leader in 
streaming in the Latino community.

ACTION ADVENTURE

COMEDY

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/7e62d707-7eaa-5b9e-ad19-fea2707ca537
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/b02a10c5-4d04-580e-8c3e-b46471df997e
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Aeroverse
Aeroverse is the home to the best aviation and aerospace content. As one of the 
first channels to focus on this vertical, Aeroverse will provide aviation enthusiasts 
with the content they've always wanted.

ACTION ADVENTURE

African Diaspora Network
African Diaspora Network is a new streaming channel offering the best film and 
TV programming from the African Diaspora. With a passion for this community, 
your title will be seen by viewers around the world.

BLACK CINEMA

AfroLandTV
AfroLandTV unites global Black communities by amplifying underrepresented 
voices from the African diaspora. With hundreds of movies and shows, AfroLand 
TV is bringing African stories to mass audiences.

ACTION ADVENTURE

BLACK CINEMA

16

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/ea4fa519-057a-5d47-ac3d-f3c57dd9d00f
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/f670ab5b-e89e-5f18-b313-1a8fd861e312
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/d58dd5d2-319f-587e-9683-3d5e7bc76a64
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Alliant Content
Alliant Content owns the leading channel for documentaries. As a top-rated 
channel, your title with sit alongside other premium content and be put in front of 
millions of viewers.

DOCUMENTARY

Allied Vaughn
Allied Vaughn is the most prominent player in physical distribution DVD used by 
major Studios, including Warner Bros. Working with e-commerce sites like 
Amazon, Walmart, and Best Buy, Allied Vaughn reaches millions.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

19

ALTRD.TV

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/62df3c88-696c-573c-a1b2-1c8cb19b312c
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/a5ce6dbe-567e-5b95-979c-b8feb16f9fc2
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/387cf8f2-caa1-583b-8dba-8a338028af9b
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ALTRD.TV is the largest cannabis content library, offering education on plant 
medicine, music festival experiences, and comedy series. Accessible on various 
devices and platforms, reaching 65 million households.

COMEDY

DOCUMENTARY

5

Amazon Freevee
Amazon Freevee is one of the largest streaming services, reaching 65M users 
monthly. Since being acquired by Amazon, it has also become one of the fastest 
growing services, with a large and diverse catalog.

ACTION ADVENTURE

BIG BUDGET

14

Amazon Prime Video
Amazon Prime Video is one of the largest and most popular streaming channels 
worldwide. With over 200M Amazon Prime members around the world, your 
movies and shows will reach one of the largest audiences in streaming.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

21

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/19220970-87e8-5de0-a575-2b49a5b4b2c5
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/39c798c3-3bcc-514d-8a82-0bf87cfd0634
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Americonic
Americonic is a channel focused on wholesome family content for Americans. 
With a focus on the American people, Americonic aims to take a small piece of the 
largest streaming market in the world.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

18

Anoki
Anoki is paving the way for a new era of entertainment and consumption through 
generative AI. Founded by a team of passionate data scientists, Anoki cultivates 
an ecosystem of meticulously curated content.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

10

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/7b0b3349-504c-48ab-8b1f-d86f129108e6
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/72974df2-2199-5961-aff2-7ba2fab157ac
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/751af8b4-32a7-55bc-9fad-8bfbcbbf4237
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Apple TV
Apple TV is Apple's global streaming platform, with one of the largest and most 
diverse catalogs available. With over 2B active Apple devices globally, Apple TV 
has the largest installed base of viewers.

DOCUMENTARY

ACTION ADVENTURE

19

Areena Network
Areena Network is your new home for influencer content. With its partnerships 
with creaters, Areena Networks is the go-to platform for long-form content by 
your favorite influencers from around the world.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

18

Asset Creation - Filmhub
This is a temporary channel used by Filmhub to prepare your assets to be delivery 
ready for channels.

ACTION ADVENTURE

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/751af8b4-32a7-55bc-9fad-8bfbcbbf4237
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/7b57e77d-e181-45a8-bc82-fb4f90d1b90b
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/2a55fdf1-a6a6-52e0-86f4-705cf8a511af
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AWARDWINNING

21

Biblio+
Biblio+ is a top streaming service that partners with libraries to provide the best 
content. With over 30,000 library partners, your title will be put in front of millions 
of patrons.

AWARDWINNING

NEW RELEASES

Blackgold Media
Blackgold Media is a breakout media company focused on people of color. As 
they constantly grow and create new channels, your title will be at the forefront of 
a rapidly growing company.

BLACK CINEMA

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/a5cc8cc4-fa96-5752-88be-e9a09f6ae2dd
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/406f49aa-40a6-5524-806d-1eefd139659e
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/ea9126cc-6b07-5614-a15b-4b59413982b0
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Box Brazil Play
Box Brazil Play is a leading broadcaster and streaming platform in Brazil. As they 
have recently entered into the CTV world, your title has the chance to be on the 
ground floor as they explode their business.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

14

Buddi
Buddi is the newest pet-friendly streaming platform, fetching content exclusively 
for pet people. While focusing on the best entertaining and family-friendly 
content, they look to be the top pet-related platform.

ACTION ADVENTURE

COMEDY

3

Canon+
Canon+ is an up-and-coming Christian-based channel that is focused on helping 
families grow stronger in their faith. Being the new go-to app for wholesome 
entertainment, your title will help spread light throughout the world.

FAITHBASED

KIDS AND FAMILY

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/ea9126cc-6b07-5614-a15b-4b59413982b0
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/6bd0f1ef-b055-41e4-9064-22cbb85b4e51
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/e78222b8-1656-5e30-9f14-ac371871effb
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CheetahTV
CheetahTV showcases a variety of high-quality programs centered on women, 
wealth, and mental health. They aim to provide an immersive viewing experience 
to entertain, educate, and empower their audience.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

7

Cineverse
Cineverse is a publicly traded streaming company that operates over 15 streaming 
channels. Cineverse is actively growing its diverse catalog, which reaches over 
70M viewers monthly.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

19

Cpics
Cpics specializes in curating content for the South Asian diaspora. With over 50 
million people from the region living abroad, Cpics is a significant access point for 

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/9dec75b5-7c80-5200-b76a-b77e22d310bd
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/cdee2607-c4c0-518d-bcc0-1bfa69f9efca
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/c372e028-7fcd-5b6f-a565-6b7dcfc15f00
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audiences.

ACTION ADVENTURE

CRIME

12

Curiosity Stream
Curiosity Stream, founded by John Hendricks of the Discovery Channel is building 
a service to educate, enchant, and inspire. They aim to teach viewers something 
new rather than let them zone out.

DOCUMENTARY

CynemaTV
CynemaTV has become a haven for cinephiles, featuring a wide range of indie 
films, docs, and web series. With curated collections and films in various 
languages, it offers a vibrant journey through independent filmmaking.

ACTION ADVENTURE

COMEDY

15

Darkroom

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/d9494534-922f-5aa6-89a4-d00321fd3322
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/817f7ca8-c2db-5d1b-9e60-0f675e7bbe3f
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/4e7bbfba-f4a6-5f59-84f9-4e1c66a37283
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Darkroom showcases memorable movies and shows from throughout the history 
of cinema. Streaming hundreds of films across a wide variety of genres, from 
Westerns to Film Noir to Classics, there's a unique experience for every viewer.

ACTION ADVENTURE

CLASSICS

5

Dekkoo
Dekkoo is home to the largest collection of gay men's stories. It has become a 
trusted source for audiences looking for compelling, unique, and relatable content.

LGBTQ

ACTION ADVENTURE

7

Discovered
Discovered is a cutting-edge platform tailored to aspiring filmmakers, musicians, 
and content creators. By showcasing the work of new and emerging artists, 
Discovered is reshaping how creators connect with their audiences.

ACTION ADVENTURE

CLASSICS

5

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/7bafb091-c361-5517-82a8-4d3d0809e9f9
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/ce7c5539-f367-527a-aa77-2612c8b66235
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Discovery Channel
The Discovery Channel is one of the largest cable channels known for factual 
content. Initially focusing on popular science, technology, and history, they have 
now expanded into reality television and pseudo-scientific entertainment.

AWARDWINNING

BIG BUDGET

5

DotKino
DotKino is home to the best in anime while also offering a diverse range of genres. 
Founded by a leader in the tech industry, DotKino is connecting innovative content 
with audiences worldwide.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

8

Dreamscape Kids

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/d4f1d020-e591-4f67-a803-2710f7fbcd68
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/1fb5a6ae-85c3-4826-8746-c233c6caafec
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/e29eadab-eb94-5e9a-92a0-52f70b1bd723
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Dreamscape Kids is a channel exclusively available on Amazon Prime Video. This 
channel only licenses kids content from Dreamscape.

KIDS AND FAMILY

Eand
Eand is the largest telecommunications company in the MENA region, grossing 
$50b+ in annual revenues. With over 160m users across their various verticals, 
Eand will bring in millions of viewers at launch.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

15

Eitak Network
Eitak Network offers families a space to come together and enjoy quality bonding 
time. Everything on the platform is family-centric and generated by the family 
itself, ensuring a wholesome experience for all.

ACTION ADVENTURE

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/815bf88f-2ad2-4772-8dbf-e3a391fbfdfa
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/531df47a-7162-42d8-aff5-496ceafc124e
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/d57ee351-09b4-5a0a-b942-b64e2ac58b01
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Epoch TV
Epoch TV is part of Epoch Times, a major news outlet spanning 35 countries and 
21 languages. With 2m+ monthly subscribers, your film will be accessible to a 
large audience.

DOCUMENTARY

Filmzie
Filmzie is a rapidly growing streaming platform based out of Slovakia. With their 
500k+ monthly active users, your film will be viewed by many from all around the 
world.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

22

Fishing TV
Fishing TV is a leading streaming platform in the fishing world. With all of their 
subscribers being die-hard fishermen, your title will be viewed by thousands who 
have a true passion for the industry.

DOCUMENTARY

UNSCRIPTED

2

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/d57ee351-09b4-5a0a-b942-b64e2ac58b01
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/5b8a2faf-8b7f-5dd9-9ea7-e7d1b5f1fb3b
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/14fe4ba6-1dcd-53c5-9136-81db1333671b
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FlixFling
FlixFling is all about movie movie-buffs. When you think you've seen everything 
out there, try FlixFling. Catering to serious movie fans, they have the motherlode 
of hidden gems.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

14

Flix Premiere
Flix Premiere is a leading independent film streaming platform. By using their 
proprietary selection process, when your film is selected by them, they will do an 
exclusive premiere of your title on a given Friday.

AWARDWINNING

COMEDY

5

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/6952d4fe-e25d-52e4-a706-2f230369648e
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/61361ec8-6dd5-59da-a79f-3509bad1a524
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/20d12bb9-d756-56b1-9a6a-0508c63bf07e
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fuboTV
FuboTV has quickly evolved into a leader in streaming through smart products and 
creative partnerships, like Maximum Effort with Ryan Reynolds. FuboTV currently 
has over 2M subscribers!

SPORTS AND OUTDOORS

CLASSICS

2

Future Today
Future Today is building one of the largest global portfolios of streaming channels. 
Distributed by most major OTT platforms, they reach 15M households monthly.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

19

Gaia
Gaia is the largest online streaming brand focused on consciousness-expanding 
movies and shows. Their viewers are passionate about health, wellness, seeking 
truth and transformation.

DOCUMENTARY

HEALTH AND FITNESS

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/20d12bb9-d756-56b1-9a6a-0508c63bf07e
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/421e8073-990f-5bc2-b87e-e5a4e8ae3f69
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/b5a095ae-2fa5-5416-a5c3-4b3e8a7d0f9c
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2

Gan Jing World
Gan Jing World is one of the fastest-growing streaming platforms across the 
world. With a mission to create a positive community filled with wholesome 
content, Gan Jing World looks to lead in this area.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

15

Glewed TV
Glewed TV is a popular advertisement-based streaming platform with hundreds of 
thousands of monthly active users. With strong advertisement partners, your film 
will backed by top brands in the industry.

ACTION ADVENTURE

KIDS AND FAMILY

9

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/4a0ad507-09d5-464f-99ce-6f632cfb5990
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/824dc488-5525-5ddf-90f2-1072c0ce0c5e
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GO SEE TV
Go See TV is quickly taking FAST channels by storm! With a clear focus on 
curating and delivering diverse, original, and entertaining programming, Go See 
TV has reached over 100 million devices worldwide.

ACTION ADVENTURE

HBO
HBO is one of the largest and most well-known streaming brands owned by 
Warner Media. They are famous for showcasing some of the most edgy, category-
defining IP.

BIG BUDGET

Here Media
Discover the heartbeat of America's LGBTQ community at Here Media, where 
captivating stories of equality, relationships, and pride are told. Here Media isnʼt 
just a channel; itʼs a dynamic platform amplifying voices that matter.

LGBTQ

DRAMA

5

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/651ee801-9621-5f6a-a42a-18c7cc80c352
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/bf1dc31e-1086-4cc9-bddd-3b56e27200d7
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/85eb00d7-4e2a-480f-a4e5-8fa2c8e43817
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Herogo
Herogo provides users with an extensive selection of linear and on-demand 
content. With over 40 channels available, they offer a diverse range of topics to 
cater every interest and preference.

ACTION ADVENTURE

Hoopla
Hoopla is a pioneer in delivering content to libraries across the US. With the 
business being 30 years old and leaders in this industry, your title will be viewed 
by patrons from around the nation.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

16

Hulu

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/a95d3483-78a0-557a-8cba-21e7597cf252
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/d6ed313e-533a-55a6-aa06-4c00bc132812
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/9090025d-5d06-58f1-b79a-3690407024fc
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Hulu is one of the first and largest streaming channels owned by the Walt Disney 
Corporation and Comcast NBC Universal. Getting a title licensed by Hulu is 
considered by many producers as a highlight of their career.

BIG BUDGET

InDemand
InDemand uniquely places titles onto on-demand sections of most major cable 
providers, such as Comcast, Cox, and Charter. Through these cable providers, 
InDemand reaches 80M homes in the US.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

16

Infobase
Infobase is an award-winning provider of educational content for K12, academic, 
and public libraries. With over 80 years in business, Infobase's partners trust their 
expertise in highlighting the best content.

AWARDWINNING

DOCUMENTARY

1

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/3142f7f6-1a09-5c4b-bc5b-b047928bb8df
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/734ba4f9-212c-52b6-8258-e18a331cd6df
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Iris Strata
Iris Strata features the best in independent films while highlighting new filmmakers 
globally. While focusing on the underserved areas in the Caribbean, your titles will 
have the chance to reach new markets.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

19

JustWatchMe.TV
JustWatchMe.TV serves as a medium for world-class independent cinema, 
entertaining audiences with an appetite for discovery. With multiple curated 
collections, your movie or show is sure to gain visibility.

ACTION ADVENTURE

COMEDY

15

Kanopy

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/d3b6779a-15f4-57e3-8b43-ed140289bdf7
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/6a191a08-5d41-528c-ba40-39f914e4b608
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/1643c509-5bbe-5a87-bfa6-51b5ed07a83a
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Kanopy is the leader in streaming in higher education and public libraries. As the 
biggest platform in this category, your title will be put in front of thousands of 
institutions.

DOCUMENTARY

Kluster TV
Kluster TV is bridging the gap between the Black Community by being a one-stop 
shop for music, news, and information. With a focus on independent content, 
Kluster TV is promoting excellence in the Black Community.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

20

KNG TV
KNG TV is a platform that celebrates the brilliance of black entertainment. With a 
wide range of content spanning across various genres, it offers viewers a diverse 
and captivating selection of African-American gems.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

15

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/03653db5-0ac6-4cdf-a1ca-17e588b2638d
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/130e0271-d54b-533c-a79d-6e2369cc688d
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Local Now
Local Now is leveraging its brand as a trusted source for news and weather, to 
become everyoneʼs favorite source for all entertainment. Local Now currently has 
over 15M monthly active users!

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

19

Lookhu
Lookhu is a new streaming platform focused on bringing new technology to 
streaming. With their innovative plans, they will give the opportunity to viewers to 
watch your content in a seamless way.

ACTION ADVENTURE

COMEDY

20

Mansa

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/02890cb4-bdde-5694-9380-f60edf0dfaf8
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/fbb7773e-c034-5604-a7a5-a754f611ef3f
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/78104f08-6ab5-5334-b602-e032be0de4ed
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Mansa is a leader in curating Black culture content. Its mission is to reclaim Black 
voices and empower its creators, with actor and founder, David Oyelowo as its 
driving force.

ACTION ADVENTURE

BLACK CINEMA

16

Max
Max is one of the largest and well-known streaming brands owned by Warner 
Media. It has over 75 million subscribers.

BIG BUDGET

Mercado Libre
Mercado Libre, the Latin American e-commerce giant, is launching a streaming 
channel! Mercado Libre is investing heavily into growing its user base to quickly 
become a major streaming service.

ACTION ADVENTURE

SPANISH LANGUAGE

5

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/3df07afa-05b1-4ff1-b0fa-dc52ba9aa351
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/dac462d6-78ba-50b9-95f4-868376690aad
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Metavision
Metavision is the new and one of the only VR headset movie platforms. By being 
first to the market, Metavision plans to be a leader in this vertical.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

13

Midwest Tape
Midwest Tape is the top provider of physical media DVDs) to libraries. As they 
provide DVDs to thousands of libraries, your title will be placed on the shelves of 
libraries across North America and beyond.

AWARDWINNING

ACTION ADVENTURE

15

Mosaic TV

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/0d65aaa6-d19a-421e-baf9-9d8682e701c5
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/0668ec45-c9eb-5f26-8fad-05e4f0b8fbd7
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/96aa0507-e869-4496-af4a-c570f3f739a0
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Mosaic TV is your new home for the best curated, family-friendly content. As a 
new platform, Mosaic TV looks to overtake the family market and be a leader.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

13

Movies Plus
Movies Plus provides a diverse selection of extraordinary entertainment options. 
With an extensive library of big studio films, indie movies, and original content, it's 
committed to showcasing a wide range of voices.

ACTION ADVENTURE

BLACK CINEMA

18

MX Player
MX Player has one of the largest catalogs of South Asian movies and shows and is 
expanding access to that content, one country at a time. MX Player has 100M 
monthly active users!

ACTION ADVENTURE

THRILLER

2

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/28255f6b-0798-5087-a09c-7ce2ca765e53
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/1e352dc3-d78b-54a3-9f15-b4f27f21af97
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Netflix
Netflix is a streaming service that allows our customers to watch a wide variety of 
award-winning TV shows, movies, documentaries and more on thousands of 
Internet-connected devices. With Netflix, you can enjoy unlimited viewing of our 
content without having to watch a single commercial.

BIG BUDGET

NGTV
NGTV is a platform focused solely on highlighting independent filmmakers. 
Created by indie filmmakers, they understand the importance of getting your film 
out there to a wide audience.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

16

OMNITUBE
OMNITUBE is a platform built by independent filmmakers for independent films. 
They are dedicated to optimizing the discoverability, consumption, and viability of 
your title.

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/4c158e2a-f9b2-51c1-822e-eb98f7c901fe
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/1502b379-5b0d-5eb6-9f4c-93b878385a2b
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/35a875e3-c2d5-5635-9827-67ea2e6e0d91
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ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

13

OTT Studio
OTT Studio is a leader in online streaming and has over 3 million installs between 
their networks. By ranking as a Top 5 movie app on Amazon Fire TV, your title will 
be put in front of millions of viewers. 

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

21

Peacock
Peacock is NBC's flagship streaming service, boasting 60K hours of content and 
50 channels. Peacock reaches 13M subscribers monthly and is actively 
expanding internationally.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

20

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/bef3976e-3382-5fd3-86d9-774eff73a700
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/a44b2d44-c107-51d8-a597-c1c89b6297fd
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Plaion
Plaion is a leading producer of games and entertainment products in Germany. 
With owning Germany's leading feature film brand, Netzkino, your film has the 
opportunity to be a part of something big.

ACTION ADVENTURE

COMEDY

8

PlayNowMedia
PlayNowMedia owns 50 ultra-curated channels for a wide variety of tastes. 
Ranging from Bigfoot to aliens, to Westerns and Martial Arts, their channels offer 
niche experiences for all tastes and preferences.

ACTION ADVENTURE

BLACK CINEMA

20

Popsy on Plex

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/d4ae56c8-29c0-546e-a9bf-8a45bc98ce18
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/ae1542e4-b0dd-5739-a3c2-f166ec32c6f9
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/30fe5835-9f91-53e4-8d47-dbbd7edf85fa
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Popsy on Plex is a channel on Plex, one of the largest and most diverse streaming 
services with 50K titles and 300 channels. It is one of 14 branded channels on 
Plex, reaching 16M viewers monthly.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

18

ProQuest
ProQuest is a leader in EdTech, with over a billion digital assets and documents 
available to libraries and universities. They have 26k library partners and over 
130m students and researchers using their platform.

DOCUMENTARY

AWARDWINNING

Rabel
Rabel is not just another streaming platform; it's a movement to empower 
independent creators and conscious consumers. They showcase documentaries 
on a wide range of topics, captivating viewers and encouraging them to learn 
while watching.

DOCUMENTARY

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/1fec41ee-885f-58e8-9aad-8dbb3443273f
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/740c4103-fb79-5bcb-943b-a677bde1f082
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Rakuten
Rakuten is one of the world's largest technology conglomerates, bringing in 
billions of dollars annually. Leveraging their technology, they're able to reach 
millions of homes throughout Europe.

COMEDY

ROMANCE

1

Redbox
Redbox is a US-based streaming service owned by the major brand, Chicken Soup 
for the Soul. Redbox reaches over 40M viewers through its streaming platform and 
physical rental kiosks.

ACTION ADVENTURE

BLACK CINEMA

8

Red Bull TV
Red Bull TV offers viewers access to adrenaline-pumping action, inspiring 
narratives, and exclusive behind-the-scenes glimpses. It stands as a favored hub 
for enthusiasts of dynamic and adventurous sports content.

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/60c29e68-deeb-5ab8-b9b9-b4d41dc4bf63
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/7af8d53e-4424-5039-8aa6-3e7940228bd7
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/43a26b97-9fa7-446a-b039-f0e20c130382
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BIG BUDGET

ACTION ADVENTURE

5

Reveel
Reveel is the first free streaming platform with premium content and no ads. By 
leveraging other aspects of their business, they are able to pay for content and 
grow rapidly with this free streaming model bringing more eyes to your title.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

20

Revry
Revry is one of the most popular LGBTQIA channels in the world. With such a 
large footprint in the LGBTQIA community, your title will be available to millions of 
viewers.

LGBTQ

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/5523bcbc-d31a-5134-b79a-68cdacc5751b
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/e840d6a6-9586-5d0b-ab03-d5ce3e595d03
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/d08e432b-876a-5090-85c8-dc9c93f159c8
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Rewarded TV
Rewarded TV is a blockchain-powered channel that rewards users for watching. 
Coming from a vast background in technology and by utilizing the reward system, 
your title will reach new viewers from around the world.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

22

Riivi
Riivi is a household name LATAM and the go-to for free ad-based streaming. With 
just under a million users, your title will be seen all over Latin America. 

SPANISH LANGUAGE

rlaxx Fishing (FAST)
rlaxx Fishing is a FAST channel owned by rlaxx TV. With the new acquisition by the 
technology giant ZEASN, your title will be streaming on many devices, including all 
of Panasonic TVs in the UK.

TRAVEL AND LIFESTYLE

SPORTS AND OUTDOORS

1

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/d08e432b-876a-5090-85c8-dc9c93f159c8
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/815178ea-358a-524b-b832-bed3cf80b6d8
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/f688b8fd-3cde-562a-9f78-ab11f7e08c89
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rlaxx TV
rlaxx TV is a streaming leader founded in Europe. After recently being acquired by 
the technology giant ZEASN, your title will be streaming on millions of devices, 
including all Panasonic TVs.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

21

Stash - Action on YouTube
Stash  Action on YouTube is a YouTube channel building the largest and most 
diverse catalog of action and adventure film and TV series, covering all high-
octane action, crime, suspenseful thrillers, edge-of-your-seat adventures, and 
more.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

10

Stash - Black Stories on YouTube

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/ab7ea2c4-2f7b-5729-95b1-4777bf94d604
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/600996b2-0776-41ff-84d8-39dbe8eafd1c
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/828ba188-1a63-41ba-bf67-f8f2ff1cc010
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Stash  Black Stories on YouTube is a YouTube channel building the largest and 
most diverse catalog of Black Cinema titles. Stash is quickly becoming one of the 
top destinations on YouTube for Black Cinema titles.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

19

Stash en Español on YouTube
Stash en Espanol on YouTube is a YouTube channel building the largest and most 
diverse catalog of Spanish-language titles. Stash is quickly becoming one of the 
top destinations on YouTube for Spanish-language titles.

SPANISH LANGUAGE

Stash - Free Documentaries on YouTube
Stash  Free Documentaries on YouTube is a YouTube channel building the largest 
and most diverse catalog of documentaries. Stash is quickly becoming one of the 
top destinations on YouTube for full-length docs.

DOCUMENTARY

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/8c59ccf2-d2fa-551c-aaba-ca0dda37d4cc
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/0e28be25-21fd-59cf-9898-06da6b3a4650
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Stash Movies on YouTube
Stash Movies on YouTube is a YouTube channel building the largest and most 
diverse catalog of free movies and TV. Stash is quickly becoming one of the top 
destinations on YouTube for full-length movies & TV.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

14

Stash - Sci-Fi Cinema on YouTube
Stash  Sci-Fi Cinema on YouTube is a YouTube channel building the largest and 
most diverse catalog of sci-fi film and TV series, covering all things space, 
science fiction, fantasy, and more.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

12

Stash - Thrills and Chills on YouTube

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/3e96673f-4015-57fd-9898-4e46363a4ccf
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/217b2fea-d6e5-415d-b059-304cda7eb6fb
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/76c90df1-a6bf-5558-ad65-e14fabde25c2
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Stash  Thrills and Chills on YouTube is a YouTube channel building the largest and 
most diverse catalog of horror and thriller titles. Stash is quickly becoming one of 
the top destinations on YouTube for horror and thriller titles.

HORROR

PARANORMAL AND MYSTERIES

1

Stash TV
Stash TV is building the worldʼs largest catalog of free movies & TV. From 
blockbusters to award-winning indies, Stash is actively licensing a diverse variety 
of movies & TV to cater to all audiences worldwide. 

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

18

Stash TV Ambient Cinema (FAST)
Stash TV Ambient Cinema provides slow-paced programming that allows viewers 
to relax and unwind. With distribution to multiple OTT platforms, this channel 
reaches millions of viewers across multiple audiences. 

MUSIC

UNSCRIPTED

1

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/320102ed-2907-5af3-899e-def7c884561e
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/1d69bf68-2ab8-5e4b-865a-8d0ac498f31b
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Stash TV Black Stories (FAST)
Stash TV Black Stories licenses a diverse variety of Black movies & TV, 
celebrating Black culture. With distribution to multiple OTT platforms, this channel 
reaches millions of viewers across multiple audiences.

BLACK CINEMA

ACTION ADVENTURE

7

Stash TV Black Stories (VOD)
Stash TV Black Stories licenses a diverse variety of Black movies & TV, 
celebrating Black culture. With distribution to multiple OTT platforms, this channel 
reaches millions of viewers across multiple audiences.

BLACK CINEMA

ACTION ADVENTURE

7

Stash TV Crime Time (FAST)

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/28d50bae-9645-57ba-ad0c-bec0f88c6323
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/d4bf2c86-6150-5086-9bd1-a24859f48f35
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/758b0d86-2e81-507f-bc67-453bb5a0c0a8
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Stash TV Crime Time licenses a range of exciting and captivating crime-focused 
movies and TV. With distribution to multiple OTT platforms, this channel reaches 
millions of viewers across multiple audiences.

ACTION ADVENTURE

CRIME

2

Stash TV Crime Time (VOD)
Stash TV Crime Time licenses a range of exciting and captivating crime-focused 
movies and TV. With distribution to multiple OTT platforms, this channel reaches 
millions of viewers across multiple audiences.

ACTION ADVENTURE

CRIME

2

Stash TV (FAST)
Stash TV is building the worldʼs largest catalog of free movies & TV. From 
blockbusters to award-winning indies, Stash is actively licensing a diverse variety 
of movies & TV to cater to all audiences worldwide.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

21

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/10eab4ec-3067-5c8a-a359-f0eb0e123110
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/6b4bca92-33b0-4341-8bb7-75de79ff2d60
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Stash TV Film Shorts (FAST)
Stash TV Film Shorts licenses various shorts, from dramas and comedies to 
thrillers and more. With distribution to multiple OTT platforms, this channel 
reaches millions of viewers across multiple audiences.

SHORTS

Stash TV Film Shorts (VOD)
Stash TV Film Shorts licenses various shorts, from dramas and comedies to 
thrillers and more. With distribution to multiple OTT platforms, this channel 
reaches millions of viewers across multiple audiences.

SHORTS

Stash TV Her TV (FAST)
Stash TV Her TV licenses a variety of unique films that are made by women that 
feature women leads. With distribution to multiple OTT platforms, this channel 
reaches millions of viewers across multiple audiences.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

12

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/5ba15211-7bf4-5729-8f96-a44d9a403223
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/f56c551b-5b61-50eb-a9f8-bb9ce5bcebdb
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/c861cb9f-b6ef-5876-ba92-f08606a63fe6
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Stash TV Her TV (VOD)
Stash TV Her TV licenses a variety of unique films that are made by women that 
feature women leads. With distribution to multiple OTT platforms, this channel 
reaches millions of viewers across multiple audiences.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

12

Stash TV Latino Cinema (FAST)
Stash TV Latino Cinema licenses top Spanish-language content globally, 
celebrating Latin American culture. With distribution to multiple OTT platforms, 
this channel reaches millions of viewers across multiple audiences.

SPANISH LANGUAGE

Stash TV Living History (FAST)
Stash TV Living History licenses content covering history, documentaries, travel, 
and lifestyle. With distribution to multiple OTT platforms, this channel reaches 
millions of viewers across multiple audiences.

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/aa5b40f6-375f-5836-868f-37071840ad3e
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/d7410d21-783f-59fe-af5e-58954a4a317c
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/33ce66bd-3cdb-5de4-9a4f-4a9cc35cd058
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DOCUMENTARY

SPORTS AND OUTDOORS

2

Stash TV Living History (VOD)
Stash TV Living History licenses content covering history, documentaries, travel, 
and lifestyle. With distribution to multiple OTT platforms, this channel reaches 
millions of viewers across multiple audiences.

DOCUMENTARY

SPORTS AND OUTDOORS

2

Stash TV Movie Hub (FAST)
Stash TV Movie Hub licenses top content across all genres, including drama, 
comedy, and more. With distribution to multiple OTT platforms, this channel 
reaches millions of viewers.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

13

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/260f8f85-b382-5c8d-a43c-dea2eecf1a87
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/b1cadd4a-8b6b-53cb-92a6-2f945edcbb69
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/1f275977-7db7-5239-99c2-97c48299fa87
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Stash TV Movie Hub (VOD)
Stash TV Movie Hub licenses top content across all genres, including drama, 
comedy, and more. With distribution to multiple OTT platforms, this channel 
reaches millions of viewers.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

13

Stash TV Screams & Scares (FAST)
Stash TV Screams & Scares licenses top content across the horror genre (slasher, 
supernatural, etc.). With distribution to multiple OTT platforms, this channel 
reaches millions of viewers across multiple audiences.

HORROR

PARANORMAL AND MYSTERIES

1

Stash TV Screams & Scares (VOD)
Stash TV Screams & Scares licenses top content across horror genre (slasher, 
supernatural, etc.). With distribution to multiple OTT platforms, this channel 
reaches millions of viewers across multiple audiences.

HORROR

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/1f275977-7db7-5239-99c2-97c48299fa87
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/42825d43-fa10-550b-9b96-46207cde5881
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/d44e086d-fd29-5844-8c15-e1d1a67a138a
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PARANORMAL AND MYSTERIES

1

Stash TV Suspense TV (FAST)
Stash TV Suspense TV licenses top thrillers, from cult classics to modern gems. 
With distribution to multiple OTT platforms, this channel reaches millions of 
viewers across multiple audiences.

ACTION ADVENTURE

CRIME

3

Stash TV Suspense TV (VOD)
Stash TV Suspense TV licenses top thrillers, from cult classics to modern gems. 
With distribution to multiple OTT platforms, this channel reaches millions of 
viewers across multiple audiences.

ACTION ADVENTURE

CRIME

3

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/6aa1d07d-df3a-51c5-ae40-4afec0397254
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/4eb8ca12-267f-518c-b3b9-83a5054543d7
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Stash TV The Classics (FAST)
Stash TV The Classics licenses top classic cinema content, including westerns, 
comedies, and more. With distribution to multiple OTT platforms, this channel 
reaches millions of viewers across multiple audiences.

CLASSICS

Stash TV The Classics (VOD)
Stash TV The Classics licenses top classic cinema content, including westerns, 
comedies, and more. With distribution to multiple OTT platforms, this channel 
reaches millions of viewers across multiple audiences.

CLASSICS

Stash - Unexplained Mysteries on YouTube
Stash  Unexplained Mysteries on YouTube is a YouTube channel building the 
largest and most diverse catalog of film and TV series covering unsolved 
mysteries and phenomena, the supernatural, and more.

AWARDWINNING

BIG BUDGET

11

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/791d6f08-92dc-5e33-ae7c-138dcda3c61a
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/b06a1b9b-0ac3-508c-b3db-4db2e93af89e
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/3a69e5c9-ac27-45e0-96ca-a517d187498a
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Stingray
Stingray boasts the world's largest collection of concerts and music 
documentaries. Showcasing over 3,500 films that feature acclaimed 
performances, legendary artists, and exclusive works across multiple music 
genres.

DOCUMENTARY

NEW RELEASES

2

Stormcast Cinema
Stormcast is a top leader in category streaming TV channels. With multiple 
channels ranked in the top 5 spots on Roku and Fire TV, your title will be exposed 
to a wide audience.

CLASSICS

ROMANCE

3

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/45fae334-63fa-5064-9e45-024ff9e0095c
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/77000810-062b-5917-8429-98801bde8317
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/48ca0dc2-ce8e-563d-81db-98a986f35dae
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SunMedia Stream
SunMedia Stream provides a diverse and extensive collection of high-quality 
docs. With a commitment to delivering an exceptional experience, they are 
curating one of the most unique libraries available.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

18

Sunn Stream
Sunn Stream is your creative source for entertainment, education, and community. 
With their focus on highlighting indie creators, your title will be promoted to an 
audience that cares about the independents.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

20

Swerve TV
Swerve TV offers premium sports content, including exclusive documentaries, 
athlete bios, and exciting competitions. Their mission is to serve sports fans 
who've broken free from traditional cable.

ACTION ADVENTURE

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/48ca0dc2-ce8e-563d-81db-98a986f35dae
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/a68f2d7c-0cf6-5809-afa6-bc3d020a9529
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/5a5ba97f-5409-5a71-a384-f0943555f01e
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HEALTH AND FITNESS

3

TCL
TCL operates several free streaming channels across a variety of genres. As one 
of the largest and fastest growing smart TV manufacturers 30M sold in 2022, 
their channels reach millions worldwide.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

18

Telus
TELUS Healthy Living promotes a health-conscious lifestyle. As part of TELUS' 
cable offering, viewers in millions of homes will have easy access to movies and 
shows that align with their lifestyles.

AWARDWINNING

DOCUMENTARY

4

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/4bbcac5a-5c6e-5792-9075-03a490f4e61e
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/5c7ef325-af56-5cea-a65d-b2f1b48280ab
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That's The Spirit
That's The Spirit is the home for higher conscious living. By focusing on 
mindfulness and helping people improve their lives, That's The Spirit attracts an 
untouched crowd seeking this content.

AWARDWINNING

DOCUMENTARY

2

The Roku Channel
The Roku Channel is one of the largest streaming platforms, offering 80K Movies 
& TV series and 350 channels through easy-to-use Roku devices and TVs. The 
Roku Channel reaches 70M users monthly!

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

20

Tonbo TV

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/9c276976-6e97-598c-a73f-c8186bacc41b
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/3f2e4987-7164-59ea-9200-67e41ff74a4b
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/f4a72f7b-80c1-50a0-a348-a6a70a673908
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Tonbo TV is a brand-new network that can be found on Comcast Xfinity. With 
their various network partners, your film will have the chance to reach millions of 
viewers.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

20

TTFK Media
TTFK offers a wide array of carefully curated content, with a focus on mental well-
being. Founded by a passionate and dedicated team, TTFK's mission is to make a 
positive impact on society.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

12

Tubi
Tubi has become one of the largest streaming channels through its use of 
technologies like its Content Personalization Engine which helps drive title 
discovery. Tubi has 74M monthly active users!

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/9ce7b2af-4a6e-519e-9277-f6b679685c8f
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/c18d0fc0-d829-5009-a349-094ea30c386b
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21

TVEI
TVEI is a channel focused on diversity. Using diverse content, TVEI aims to create 
a new streaming home for all of society.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

17

Twisted Mirror
Twisted Mirror is the ultimate destination for all things comedy. Offering a wide 
selection of movies, shows, and stand-up specials, it is the premier streaming 
service for comedic relief.

AWARDWINNING

COMEDY

3

Typhoon On Demand
Typhoon On Demand is dedicated to crafting exceptional service for independent 
filmmakers and content creators, facilitating and showcasing their work. They 

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/b88d2f37-7b05-4561-af3a-eed324fecbf2
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/9d93a9e6-9857-5d19-b22b-3756fd42bd17
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/693b809f-0ad3-58fc-a3a4-6ade114dcaa9
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provide thoughtfully curated categories for fans and film enthusiasts to explore 
and delve into outstanding content.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

18

UDU Digital
UDU Digital highlights an expansive array of both specialized and mainstream 
movie and show collections. They offer a broad selection of content under various 
well-curated brands, each tailored to meet the unique interests of viewers.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

17

UVOtv
UVOtv engages North American diaspora communities, bringing them a taste of 
home. Everything from Mandarin and Hindi to Portuguese and Farsi, UVOtv offers 
international content in all languages.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/433627d8-25db-5910-bc62-a4a7c9bb46ee
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/1414e41f-2e39-5026-8d42-e1e5d4efc28d
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17

Vesta Stream
Vesta Stream stands at the forefront of the digital streaming realm, pioneering 
innovation with its cutting-edge platform. With a robust mix of content, Vesta is 
leading the charge in entertainment innovation.

ACTION ADVENTURE

BLACK CINEMA

19

Veteran Vision Entertainment
Veteran Vision Entertainment is the first of its kind, focusing on demonstrating the 
works of veteran creators. They seek to forge lasting connections while 
entertaining Americaʼs veterans.

KIDS AND FAMILY

SPORTS AND OUTDOORS

8

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/bed4930b-3f25-4c5a-8e33-176a00164eb4
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/917c13a1-1bc5-5551-97b4-d3b677d971d5
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/8b3cdda9-70c3-53d2-a7f5-31bac5cc3680
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Vevo
Vevo is the world's leading music video network. Founded by Universal Music 
Group and Sony Music Entertainment, Vevo offers fans worldwide a vast array of 
premium content. 

MUSIC

VOO
VOO specializes in delivering entertainment to Mongolian households. With an 
extensive library of movies, shows, and original content, they're committed to 
showcasing a wide range of voices to Mongolia.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

13

Vudu
Vudu is one of NBCUniversal's largest streaming services, with 200K movies and 
TV shows in the US and Mexico. Vudu uniquely leverages NBC's relationships for 
distribution, reaching 75M households.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

13

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/8b3cdda9-70c3-53d2-a7f5-31bac5cc3680
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/994b9d5d-ecfd-504f-96e7-add3ccaa01c0
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/3eee96fe-b265-5e36-8d78-b2d50a9ac563
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WOCOO
WOCOO is a first-of-its-kind, allowing users to interact with others and 
recommend a title. With their proprietary technology, the more interaction your 
title receives, the more it is pushed out to others.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

21

Xumo
Xumo offers 15K titles and 350 live channels from 200 content partners. 
Owned by Comcast & Charter, Xumo leverages their relationships for distribution 
via cable boxes and Xumo TVs, reaching 40M users monthly.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

18

YouTube Movies & TV and Google TV (Buy or Rent)
YouTube Movies & TV and Google TV are Google's top platforms for full-length 
Movies & TV. Google only works with select content partners as it builds one of 

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/47dd11c0-9429-59e7-b439-4ce0f999525e
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/42b6c560-e1b3-5457-a6c2-7344161be67a
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/529f6029-a3fd-5bfc-8b94-0f9f2dd08226
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the largest catalogs of content worldwide.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

19

YouTube Movies & TV (Free with Ads)
YouTube Movies & TV Free with Ads) is YouTube's premier owned channel for 
Movies & TV. YouTube only works with select content partners, as it builds one of 
the largest catalogs of content worldwide.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

19

Zvoid
Zvoid is a new streaming platform launching off the back of a native production 
company based in Israel. They look to bring your title into new markets using their 
expertise in the industry.

ACTION ADVENTURE

AWARDWINNING

14

https://app.filmhub.com/channels/86ca9fde-77e4-599e-aebf-2a09eb7204d9
https://app.filmhub.com/channels/50e269c7-fc3e-5f63-b1d5-756726f52bb1

